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Abstract

The most prominent part in forensic speech and audio processing
is speaker recognition. In the world a number of approaches to
forensic speaker recognition (FSR) have been developed, that
are different in terms of technical procedures, methodology,
instrumentation and also in terms of the probability scale on
which the final conclusion is based. The BKA‘s approach to
speaker recognition is a combination of classical phonetic analy-
sis techniques including analytical listening by an expert and the
use of signal processing techniques within an acoustic-phonetic
framework. This combined auditory-instrumental method in-
cludes acoustic measurements of parameters which may be
interpreted using statistical information on their distributions,
e.g. probability distributions of average fundamental frequency
for adult males and females, average syllable rates as indicators
of speech rate, etc. In a voice comparison report the final conclu-
sion is determined by a synopsis of the results from auditory and
acoustic parameters, amounting to about eight to twelve on
average, depending on the nature of the speech material. Results
are given in the form of probability statements. The paper gives
an overview of current procedures and specific problems of FSR.

1. What is FSR?

Speaker recognition may be defined as any actvity in which a
speech sample is attributed to a person on the basis of its acous-
tic or perceptual properties. In contrast to “naive” speaker recog-
nition that is carried out by untrained observers FSR is usually
performed by trained experts that apply some sort of technique,
either acoustic analysis, skilled auditory analysis, or both. In
most cases the forensic task is to compare two speech samples,
one from a suspect and one from an unknown source. Ultimately
a decision has to be reached, as to whether the samples are
similar enough to originate from one speaker. To that extent the
task of FSR can be regarded as one of  speaker verification – a
task in which the truth of an identity claim has to be assessed [1].

2. Problems in FSR

In contrast to commercial applications of speaker verification,
e.g. accessing a bank account by telephone, FSR suffers from a
number of factors that make analyses and decisions sometimes
extremely difficult and prevent routine applications of automatic
procedures up to the present day. The main problems are caused
by the forensic environment and consist in acoustical impair-
ments of different types, e.g. channel distortions resulting from
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lephone, heavy background noise, inadequacies in the
h material itself, and differences in speaker behaviour
, disguise, emotion).

 1 lists the most essential problems and gives estimates of
ignificance.

ext Identity (frequent)
voice samples from unknown and known speaker not
verbatim
ign Language (occasionally)
voice samples in language(s) where expert has not
enough  competence
 80 % foreign language involvement in drug or terrorism
elated BKA cases
fficient / Inadequate Speech Samples (frequent)
ifferent speech situations
ess than 20 seconds „net“ speech (even 1 minute does not
epresent full range of verbal behaviour)
Cooperative Speakers (occasionally)
5% - 90% use natural /electronic means of voice disguise

io Band Limitation (very frequent)
uman hearing:   10 – 15.000 Hz
uman speech:    80 –   8.000 Hz, 70 dB
elephone:         300 –   3.400 Hz, 30 dB (approx. 95 % of
                                                                BKA cases)
obile phone / GSM quality often worse

 Voice / Recording Quality (frequent)
onceiled microphones
nalogue / microcassette recordings
oices over different channels
ground Noise (frequent)
achine, traffic, other voices, music, etc.

ontemporaneity (rare)
large / unknown time delay between known and unknown
recordings
ation (very rare)
nknown speaker tries to impersonate known speaker
stical Decision Procedure (never)
ost / benefit variable threshold rationale not feasible
alse identifications not tolerable in forensic applications

 1: Problems in FSR



3. Current Approaches to FSR

To date three approaches to FSR can be discriminated, namely
"voice identification" by spectrograms, the auditory phonetic and
instrumental method, and (semi)-automatic / machine applicati-
ons.

3.1. Voice Identification

Voice identification in its classical form involves visual compa-
risons of „voiceprints“, i.e. broadband spectrograms. To be a
voiceprint examiner a scientific education is not required. The
„Voice Identification and Acoustic Analysis Subcommittee“
(VIAAS) of the International Association for Identification
requires only a high school diploma and the reading of twelve
publications [2]. Examiners  inspect and compare visually simi-
larities or differences of patterns of the energy distribution in the
spectrograms. The assumption is that formant structures and
other spectral characteristics which are evident from a
spectrogram are different for each individual [3]. The most
widely used features are formant bandwidths, center frequencies,
spectral composition of fricatives and plosivs for individual
segments, and transitions. The observer’s internal threshold for a
decision on identity / nonidentity relates to the visual similarity
of these parameters, assuming that intraindividual variation is
smaller than the variation between subjects. In its modern form
the method is amended by some auditory components. The
approach poses theoretical and practical problems. First, it is text
dependent, i.e. only identical words or phrases may be compa-
red. Moreover, the suggestion of a parallel with dactylograms or
fingerprints being inherent in the expression "voiceprint" has
proved to be misleading. In contrast to the papillar ridges of the
dactylogram, spectrograms ar not invariant but reflect the
intraindividual variation typical of speaking. No speaker actually
is capable of producing two identical speech utterances: A-
coustic signals are produced as different temporal functions even
if results can not be differentiated auditorily. Accordingly spec-
tograms of identical words or repeated phrases of one person
may show greater differences than spectrograms of two persons.
Apart from that, the method is obviously neither objective nor
superior to aural-perceptual methods - the subjective judgement
is merely shifted to the visual domain. The objectivity, reliability
and validity of the method have been discussed controversially.
A vast number of scientific studies have exposed the problems of
the voice identification method as a forensic tool. Empirical
checks yielded error rates up to 30% [4]. The method has been
widely used in the US, parts of Europe and other countries until
the 1980s. In the last decade the procedure has been losing
ground. The FBI are using it for investigative purposes, most
U.S. courts do not accept voiceprint evidence. Today voice
identification is not used in forensic labs in Europe, but still
practised in developing countries like China, Vietnam etc.

3.2. Automatic FSR

Fully automatic approaches to FSR differ categorically from
auditory based methods in that the subjective assessment and
evaluation of the speech material is reduced to a minimum.
Typically speech utterances are regarded not as language, but as
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sent research is concentrating on finding abstract parame-
erived from short time spectra in order to characterize
ers efficiently. Despite permanent and significant progress
 tests show that automatic methods can be used success-
nly under comparatively optimal conditions. There seems

 special vulnerability with respect to the recording and
ission conditions (background noise, microphone and

el effects) of the speech samples. Additional problems may
eated by applications of perception based compression
thms (e.g. ATRAC ©  or MPEG © ) or by the coding ope-
s used in mobile telephony (GSM). Moreover, like human
ts, algorithms seem to be sensitive to variations in the
unicative setting and in the physical and emotional states
akers. At present automatic forensic speaker recognition is
d in a limited number of suitable cases in forensic labora-
 in France (IRCGN), Spain (Guardia Civil), Switzerland
, IDIAP), and the USA (FBI). A related approach consists
se who use semi-automatic measurements of particular

tic speech parameters, sometimes combined with the re-
f a detailed, largely auditory phonetic analysis by human

ts. Examples of this type of approach are the methods used
ly (RCIS), Russia (FSC) and several other Eastern-
ean countries like Lithuania, where the method is fre-
ly described as phonoscopy [5].

uditory-Instrumental FSR

 about 20 years the auditory-instrumental method in FSR
 combines traditional auditory-perceptual and instrumental
stic phonetic) techniques has become widespread. The
ach emerged from a research project on automatic speaker
nition (AUROS) of the German Bundeskriminalamt in the
 and to date has been used in more than two thousand cases
BKA. The procedure has been fully documented elsewhere
ariants of this approach are used in other European count-
ncluding state forensic labs in Austria, The Netherlands
, Sweden (SKL), Finland (NBI) and several other countries
wide.

  Features in auditory-instrumental FSR

neral efficient parameters in FSR should exhibit a high
e of variation from one speaker to another (high interspea-
riability), show consistency in utterances of a single spea-
d have small intraspeaker variability. Furthermore efficient
es should meet the following criteria: They should be
y available, (i.e. occur frequently in speech samples), they
be easy to measure or to quantify, they should be robust,
 insensitive to signal distortions, resistant to disguise or

ion, and not be influenced by the physical or emotional
f the speaker or by the communication context [7].

 still are serious limitations on our knowledge how identity
oded in the speech signal. As no single speaker-specific
e is presently known, proponents of the auditory-
mental approach try to assess a number of features that
een shown to reliably discriminate speakers.



In the BKA’s approach to FSR speech samples are described in
detail with regard to linguistic and phonetic analysis levels in
several areas of verbal behaviour, i.e. speech, language, voice,
and what may be called “manner of speaking“.
Table 2 lists the main features in the areas of Speech and Langu-
age, Table 3 lists the main features in Voice and „Manner of
Speaking“.

Speech and Language

Dialect / Regional Accent
� type and degree of deviation from „standard“
      pronounciation / grammar
Sociolect
� identification of jargons, description of phonetic, lexical,
     grammatical pecularities
Foreign Accent
� deviation from / accordance with grammar and sound system
     of a reference language
Verbal Habits
� degree of eloquence
� typical phrases
Idiolectal Phonetics
� identification and description / measurement of articulatory
     and acoustic features

Table 2: Features in Speech and Language

Voice and „Manner of Speaking"

Speech Rhythm
� segmental durations and intensities
Voice and Intonation
� fundamental frequency (average, variation)
� auditory and acoustic characteristics of voice
Speaking Tempo and Pausing
� syllable and articulation rate
� pauses: numbers, durations, positions
Respiratory Behaviour
� rate, duration and spectral composition of
     respirations
Nonverbal Habits
� hesitations, clicks, etc.

Table 3: Features in Voice and „Manner of Speaking“

3.3.2. Auditory-Instrumental Method in FSR

The auditory-instrumental method consists of several steps.
After preprocessing the data, phonetically trained experts apply
analytical listening to evaluate speech samples with respect to
the features listed above.
Global categories pertaining to the speech situation (read, spon-
taneous, monologue, dialogue, (un)altered, style etc.) and emoti-
onal and physical speaker features (relaxed, upset, timid, depres-
sive, drowsy, suffering from a cold etc.) as well as speaker’s
gender and age are assessed (estimated) first.
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quently the material is described in detail with regard to
stic and phonetic analysis levels in the different areas of
l behaviour. Much like in speaker profiling, the perceptual
f the analysis pertains to parameters like voice quality,

lation, dialect or regional accent, speech defects, misarti-
ons of sounds, speech rate, intonation, rhythm, but it also
es observations on lexical, syntactic, para- and nonverbal
es like respiration patterns.
e basis of the perceptual analysis experts may detect and
ify very fine idiolectal, dialectal or accent based similari-
 differences. Moreover, frequencies of  slips of the tongue
 counted, the degree of the dialectal coloring or an accent
reign language can be stated as a number of deviations per

nit with respect to a reference language and be documented
ans of the symbols of the transcription system of the IPA.
viously the description of phonetic detail is always based
the judgement of a human expert, i.e. on classifications
 objectivity is based upon factors like talent, quality of
tion, quality and control of training, and experience in
g with disturbed signals. However, experts in forensic
tics differ from non-experts in several important aspects:
have studied language and phonetics, and they have been
d for several years to observe phonetic details of utteran-
o identify those details and to describe them using the
dology of phonetic description and transcription. Expe-
 shows that trained listeners with a comparable education
perience correspond in their perceptions and tend to repre-
e same phonetic events with identical symbols [8].

 second stage the aural-perceptual analysis is supplemented
 acoustic examination of the speech samples. This stage
s the combination of perceptual results that may not always
antified with a limited number of acoustical data. i.e the
nt findings are supported with objective measurements of
al amplitude, f0, formant frequency and bandwith, and
acoustic features whenever possible. In this way percei-
differences such as the resonant frequencies of vowels, the
tion of plosives or the pitch and intensity patterns of utte-
 can be quantified and the values be compared. For e-

le a „low pitched“ male voice in auditory terms can be
bed as having a fundamental frequency of  90 Hz. A „mo-
ous“ voice may be characterised as having a standard
ion from average f0 of approx. 10 Hz. An intonation con-
that is perceived as „peculiar“ can be classified as invol-
teps > 80 Hz.
 from being more objective, acoustical analyis yields im-
t information that is not available to the human perceptual
 (e.g. differences or similarities with regard to the higher
nt frequencies of the same vowel categories). Thus of the
eters analysed as many as possible are documented using
hole set of techniques that are currently available in a-
c phonetics.
alyses are carried out bearing in mind the situational con-
nd the physical and psychological state of the speaker.
ations are partly done on the basis of statistics showing
utions of features in the relevant population. Of particular

st are features that deviate from the norm. The speaker
ic power of certain features increases if measurements
 from average values. A number of features like average f0,
iation, speech rate, regional and / or foreign accents as well



as pathological events in the domains of voice or language can
be evaluated using statistical background data gained from large
numbers of subjects and / or real cases.
The final opinion or conclusion as to the identity / non-identity
of speakers is determined on the basis of a synopsis of the results
from each parameter, i.e. about eight to twelve according to the
features of the speech samples. Conclusions normally are phra-
sed in terms of probability scales instead of categorical conclusi-
ons or percentages.
Table 4 lists the probability scale values that are currently used
by German federal and state forensic speech and audio labs, and
privat experts.

Identity / Non-Identity of Speakers
can not be assessed ( „no-decision“ vote)
is probable
is highly probable
is very highly probable
can be assumed with near certainty

Table 4: Probability scale

3.3.3. Problems in auditory-instrumental FSR

Experience in more than 2500 cases of FSR in the BKA in the
last 20 years has shown that potential statements regarding the
identity / non-identity of speakers largely depend on the conditi-
ons of the individual case: If two different speech samples of a
single speaker are at hand that show sufficient overlap in phone-
tic content and that have been produced in similar conditions,
then identity generally can be verified, provided that the speech
samples have been produced spontaneously, show no signs of
deliberate disguise, have adequate length and are undisturbed in
acoustical-technical terms. On the other hand, any verification
becomes fundamentally problematic if utterances have been
produced by one - or two -  speakers under very different condi-
tions. In this case the success of the auditory-instrumental appro-
ach largely depends on the coincidental conditions of the indivi-
dual case. In every case however the auditory instrumental ap-
proach to FSR entails subjective elements in the analysis and
evaluation stages and in the formulation of the conclusions. For
example, the expert has to decide which linguistic and acoustic
features may be used or may not be used under the circumstan-
ces of a particular case [6]. For instance: the average f0 and the
f0 variation of two samples can not be compared if one of the
samples was produced in a noisy environment and with more
vocal effort than the other [9]. The evaluation of findings poses a
second problem, especially since statistical background data on
the distribution of certain feature values in relevant populations
are still scarce. In many cases the expert is dependent on esti-
mates derived from his own experience, though.

3.3.4. Conclusions

Considering the shortcomings and subjective elements entailed
in auditory-instrumental FSR, recent advances in automatic
speaker recognition create great expectations. Viewed from the
forensic phonetician’s perspective, automatic speaker recogni-
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ould form a second, more objective pillar of evidence with
ditional advantages of automatic methods being language
xt independent and allowing the expert to present results in
abilistic framework (e.g. Bayesian model). Unfortunately
er, under forensic conditions (differences in transmission

els, background noise etc.) human experts still seem to be
or to automatic speaker verification algorithms [10].
vement of auditory-instrumental FSR may be achieved by
sing the number of objective parameters with speaker
ic significance and by gaining information regarding the
ical distribution of features. Moreover, it is necessary that
ic phoneticians continue to demonstrate that they are

ts in FSR, e.g. by proficiency testing under forensically real
tions [11]. If phoneticians or speech scientists refrain from
 part in the forensic process, evidence on speaker identity
ther forensic aspects will doubtlessly continue to play part
rt cases. Rather, if phonetically competent scientists do not
the help sought by courts, it will certainly be provided by
 who have much less understanding of the complexity of
n communication [1].
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